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dom also be open to all nations and kindreds and
peoples and tongues? The majestic conception which
the name Jehovah conveys to our minds had de-
veloped by successive efforts of thought from the
narrower idea of a tribal deity conveyed by the name
of Yahwe.
It was later still that the further conclusion began
to develop which first appears in the book of Job,
and reached its fullest development in the saying of
Jesus that God "is not the God of the dead, but of the
living".1 The ultimate reality cannot be real in any
valid sense of that term unless it exists beyond the
limits of time and space. A reality which comes to an
end and ceases is no reality. If God is reality he must
be eternal, and so must the principle of righteousness
which he embodies. But if this principle is eternal
what meaning can it have for creatures who exist
only in time and space? Can the difference of right
and wrong be of infinite importance to men, as they
feel it to be, if their personalities cease to exist at the
moment of physical death? If human beings are
capable at all of sharing the righteousness which is
God, their personalities must like his have an exist-
ence beyond the limits of time and space. If our
personalities are real in any intelligible sense of that
word, they cannot cease to exist when the bodies,
through which we here express ourselves to each
other, return to the dust out of which they were made.
If our own personalities are not real there is no
reality. There is no basis from which to infer an
ultimate reality behind the material universe. There
is no God. The conception of God as the ultimate
reality beyond the limits of matter, as something
eternal, involves the idea that our own personalities
are also eternal. If our sense of the difference of right
from wrong is valid and true, we cannot evade the
conclusion that God is the God of the living and not
of the dead.

